
Sealcoat schedule first two weeks 

May 21 

 Marbella entrance ½ & Canasta Ct. 

 Spanish Moss Way from the end to and including #9621 

May 22 

 The end of Palmas Grande from but not including #9020 

 The end of Palmas Grande Lane 

 The end of Los Lagos from but not including #9140 

May 23 

 La Playa Ct  last 1/2 half from and including #9325 

 Robolini Ct  last 1/2 half from and including #28171 

 Lisbon Ct last ½ half from but not including # 28259 

May 24 

 The end of Las Maderas Dr. ½ of the circle as marked 

 ½ of the traveled way for the balance of Palmas Grande Lane 

 Mandolin Ct. 

 ½ of the traveled way from entrance to Spanish Moss to #9129 

 Full width of ½ of the parallel SM from the end to and including #9120 

May 27 

 ½  of the traveled way of SM  from and including 9135 to Tamberline 

 Full width of Tamberline 

 Full width of the balance of parallel SM #9130 to the parking 

 ½ the traveled way of the remainder of Robolini from 28179 

½ the traveled way SM from Robolini to Caballero and down Caballero to 

the first entrance to the parallel way. ½ of the parallel as marked. 

  



May 28 

 Part of Alhambra from and including #9756 to #9780 

 Sombrero from Alhambra to #28520/ cart path 

 San Amaro from Alhambra to Casabella Way 

 Casabella Way 

 Las Palmas From #28387 to and including #28441 

May 29 

 La Pluma Way 

 El Greco Way from Verde to 28658 

 Costa Mesa ½ 

May 30 

 Lisbon Ct  from #28259 balance remaining 

Spanish Moss ½ of the traveled way from Lisbon the end of previously 

completed #9611 

½ of Highgate from intersection to and including #28658 

Las Palmas from and including #28451 to intersection as marked. 

May 31 

 Del Lago From and including #28460 to and including # 9752 

 San Amaro from and including #20848 toTasca 

  Tasca from the Cordova entrance to and including #28474 

When in doubt please take a look at the street pavement which is marked in orange 

with arrows and the date for sealcoating. 


